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Abstract. Many of the oil and gas fields on the Norwegian Continental Shelf
are entering their tail-end phase of the production life cycle, and the production
in temperate areas is slowly declining. Thus, the oil and gas industry looks
northwards, and this trend can be seen in all countries bordering the Arctic.
Arctic conditions in the form of climate, darkness, ice, remoteness from infrastructure, etc. will cause different and bigger strains on the human factor of the
working personnel and machinery than can be seen in more temperate areas.
Furthermore, the fact that less data exists – in the form of both statistics and experience of the operation and maintenance strategies to be executed in the Arctic areas – poses additional challenges for the design of offshore production facilities to be used in the less familiar environment of the Arctic. This paper introduces and discusses a method for maintenance cost and time assessments and
their uncertainty, using the Monte Carlo simulation method. The method is to
be employed when designing for operation and maintenance in Arctic conditions of offshore production facilities. The proposed method can enable a decision maker to assess and adjust maintenance time and cost data more realistically.
Keywords: Operation, Maintenance, Offshore production facility, Arctic conditions, Cost assessment, Monte Carlo Simulation method
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Introduction

With oil and gas production reaching its tail end on many fields on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf (NCS), the industry is looking towards the Arctic to start exploration and production. It is estimated that as much as 14% of the world’s remaining oil
and gas reserves are found in Arctic areas, most of these offshore [1]. The harsh Arctic conditions concerning climate, lack of infrastructure and the long distances to
shore generates challenges concerning the operation and maintenance of offshore
production installations in Arctic areas. Maintenance expenses contribute to a large
percentage of the operating cost for an offshore production installation. Continuous

preventive and corrective maintenance, together with inspections etc., is important to
keep the regularity high and the risks low for the installation. An increasing need for
energy, a decreasing amount of resources in temperate areas, new technology, large
amounts of offshore resources in Arctic areas and melting ice caps in the Arctic
Ocean make this an important location for future developments.
The challenges for offshore oil and gas production in the Arctic can be greater than
for oilfields in more temperate areas. In the Arctic areas the climate is hard with
strong winds, low temperatures and long periods of darkness, resulting in greater and
different strains on machinery, structure and personnel, and this complicates resupplying and maintenance [2], [3]. Due to the remote location and long distances, the infrastructure is less developed; large areas are scarcely populated and it is far from the
suppliers of spare parts and competence [4], [5]. All of these factors are further complicating the operation and maintenance of an installation operating in the Arctic.
Another important factor for the Arctic offshore areas is the lack of statistical data.
Large areas lack statistical data on metocean factors, sea ice, icing, currents and on
equipment failure rates and failure modes. Experience from the Norwegian Continental Shelf together with data gathered in the OREDA database [6] can give us a good
basis for much equipment performance and failure data, but the information is not
good enough to use directly when moving production into the Arctic because it does
not take into account the differences in operating conditions. In general, quantitative
data from the Arctic is hard to obtain due to the small amount of industry and experience in the area. For assessing the impact Arctic conditions will have on the time
spent on maintenance tasks and the increased costs this implies based on the scarce
statistical and experience data, Monte Carlo simulation can be a valuable tool.
Because of the lack of statistical data on environment factors and data on repair
times for weather-exposed equipment in the Arctic, the case study in this paper will
be based on assumptions, which will also be necessary in the early phases of production in Arctic areas. The factors presented will vary based on the geographical area
and plant-specific variables. The consequences of longer repair and maintenance duration will be very different from equipment to equipment, from process equipment
where the downtime can be very expensive to routine maintenance operations where
the only cost will be the increased man-hours spent on the task.
This paper indentifies and discusses some influencing factors of the Arctic environment on the operation and maintenance of an offshore production facility. Moreover,
this paper proposes a method for maintenance cost and time assessment by using
Monte Carlo simulation method for uncertainty analysis which is to be used by a decision maker when designing for an offshore production facility to be used in the less
familiar environment of the Arctic.
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Operation and Maintenance of an Offshore Production
Facility under the Influencing Factors of Arctic Conditions

Some of the factors influencing the operations in the Arctic include [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [2] and will be further described in the following chapter.
2.1

Arctic climate

The arctic operative environment is an extremely inhospitable environment that is
characterized by extremely cold temperatures, high intensity and shifting winds, fog,
darkness, icing, etc. These characteristics are further discussed below:
• Low temperatures: The Arctic areas are characterized by very low temperatures in most parts of the year. The average winter temperatures range from
0C° to -40C° and the average summer temperatures range from -10C° to
+10C° [14]. In addition, there can be large temperature variations throughout
the year.
• High intensity winds: The winds in Arctic areas can be very strong and can
change direction quickly. The polar low pressure storms caused by hot
southern air meeting cold Arctic air streams can cause sudden changes in
wind direction and increase in wind intensity that is hard to model for meteorologists, and may result in unforeseen strong wind conditions.
• Foggy conditions: The Arctic area is very susceptible to fog throughout the
year. Burt (2007) [15] states that the Grand Banks off the shore of Newfoundland are considered to be the foggiest place on the earth with over 200
foggy days annually.
• Darkness: The Arctic regions experience extremes of solar radiation, with a
total absence of sunlight in winter and sun the whole day in summer. Especially the absence of sunlight in the winter season can create bad working
conditions.
• Icing: A challenge when the combined effects of low temperatures and high
air humidity or low temperatures (T<10 C°) and strong wind cause spray
blowing of the sea and freezing on the platform or ship superstructure. This
has a potential of causing loss of stability and ice covering the hull and
equipment.
• Ocean temperature: Studies done by the Norwegian Polar Institute [16]
show that the ocean temperatures in large parts of the Arctic and Sub-Arctic
areas reach sub-zero temperatures in the winter time. This potentially increases strain on saltwater pumps, firewater systems and subsea equipment.
• Waves: The wave fetch are long in many Arctic areas - meaning the waves
can gain more energy due to longer stretches of ocean [17]. In addition, the
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strong winds in the Arctic can further energize the waves that could result in
high waves.
Icebergs: Icebergs of varying size and shapes are found in different parts of
the Arctic Ocean (see Kvitsrud, 1991 for details of icebergs [18]). These icebergs have a potential of creating large collision loads on the platforms as
well as scouring of sea bottom structures in the shallow areas.
Sea ice: The Arctic Ocean is covered by ice cover in most of the seasons, the
extent of ice cover varies from year to year. The ice cover poses a challenge
to the vessel transportation to and fro from the offshore facilities in the Arctic Ocean. However, the damage potential from sea ice depends on the thickness of the ice cover, velocity of the ice and the size of the ice fields [18].
Underdeveloped infrastructure:

The Arctic areas are sparsely populated and generally the infrastructure is underdeveloped. This poses its own challenges for installation, operation and maintenance of
facilities located in offshore areas.
• Long distances from markets and few supply bases: The distance to the suppliers and the market can be long resulting in long delivery times of supplies and
spare parts.
• Shortage of competence: Due to the sparse population, harsh conditions and the
early phase of offshore production it can be a challenge to find and employ
competent as well as experienced personnel in the arctic areas. Moreover, effort
will be required to generate willingness amongst the competent and experienced
personnel to work in the arctic conditions.
• Lack of emergency infrastructure: In the Arctic there is a shortage emergency
infrastructure to contain the consequences of major accidents.
• Lack of robust weather predictions: In the Arctic areas there are few weather
stations and a limited statistical data to predict and make precise weather forecasts. Braset (2007) [19] states that statistical data from wind and wave measurements have their limitations due to the rapid changes in the climate experienced in the arctic areas.
• Political issues: Preservation of environment in the arctic areas is a focus area in
the government because of its vulnerability and pristine nature. The government
regulations are stringent and the ambition is zero discharges and zero damage to
environment. Wildlife protection and social cooperation with the groups of indigenous people are important. Failure in maintaining cordial relations has a potential of creating large impacts on the company’s reputation.

Most of these factors will influence the design and the safe operations of the facilities. In the subsequent part of the paper, we will consider describe how these influencing factors will be modeled in the case study.
2.3 Modeling the influencing factors
To model the effect of the Arctic factors described in the previous chapter six parameters are identified, they are:
• Weather: Cold weather, strong winds, rain and snow slow down the work.
• Darkness: Darkness complicates the work and resupplying. This can be mitigated
by the use of artificial light, but can still be a challenge.
• Sea ice: Sea ice features delay operations and logistics, especially for operations
where ROVs and divers are needed.
• Equipment failure: Failures in tools, cranes, etc. can occur due to increased
strains on hydraulic fluids, lower battery capacities and larger risk of human failures due to harsh conditions.
• Delays in parts/personnel delivery due to weather and infrastructure: Delivery
of parts/crew needed for the operations that are not stored/stationed on the platform
can be delayed due to poor infrastructure and bad weather.
• Delays in parts/personnel delivery due to sea ice: Delivery of parts/crew not
stored/stationed on the platform can be delayed due to sea ice features.
However, for the equipment which is sheltered or placed indoors, the weather will
not have any effect on the task itself, and the same conditions as on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf can be expected, but delivery of parts and competent personnel can
still be a problem. Sea ice will only be a problem in certain geographical areas; climatic conditions will vary a lot based on the season and geographical location of the
installation. Even though industries such as mining, shipbuilding and onshore oil and
gas production are well known and important in the Arctic region, and offshore exploration started several decades ago, only a few offshore production facilities have been
built and put into production.
There is less experience from operations in these areas, and statistical data obtained
from the Norwegian Continental Shelf may not be directly applicable for the Arctic
[20], [21], [22], [23], and [24]. Also, based on the findings in a study by Homlong, an
increase in failure rates and man-hours can be expected in the Arctic compared to
more temperate areas [7], [9]. The model presented in this paper gives a tool that can
help engineers, decision makers and planners make more realistic estimates of the
man-hours used on operations and maintenance in Arctic areas through playing with
different scenarios and equipment.
Gao presented a model in which production performance under Arctic conditions is
predicted [20], [21], and [22]. The model presented in this paper is an alternative approach, where values are assigned directly to failure rates and climatic conditions to
make it easier to implement and update data as more experience and statistical data is

obtained. In the following chapter, a case for a specific seawater lift pump will be
presented.
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A Seawater Lift Pump to be Operated on a Floating
Production Facility in the Southern Part of the Barents Sea:
An Example

Based on the research conducted on Arctic conditions a case study and model is developed to estimate the increases in man-hours and costs that can be expected in Arctic areas due to the differences in conditions from the NCS. The Monte Carlo simulation method will be used to give time and cost assessments for operations and maintenance. This method is useful in modeling phenomena with significant uncertainties in
the input. The method relies on random sampling to compute the results. A series of
discrete random events is established to generate a probability distribution [25]. This
method is a more certain tool than many other alternative methods or human intuition
and can give valuable information for both the design of the platform, maintenance
planning, spare part logistics and for general operation because it gives probability
distributions based on the identified parameters. The assigned parameters in the simulation can easily be updated as more statistical and experience data are obtained to
give stronger results. The software Crystal Ball is used in the case study. Oracle Crystal Ball is a spreadsheet-based application for Monte Carlo simulations, risk measurement and reporting and time-series forecasting and optimization [26].
An annual flow test of the seawater lift pumps conducted in early spring show that
one of the pumps has been damaged during the winter season and has lost much of its
capacity, causing the need for a corrective repair of the pump. The pulling of the
pump is expected to be an extensive operation on this platform where external experts
have to be present. The time estimate for a similar setup on the Norwegian Continental Shelf is 168 hours for pulling the pump and 168 hours for placing a spare. Based
on these experience data from the task on the NCS and data on Arctic factors a set of
assumptions is made. These assumptions are assigned different probability distributions to give an estimate on the delays and increased man-hours that can be expected
for the replacement or repair of the pump.
Table 1. Assumed increase in man-hours due to Arctic conditions

The table shows the minimum, mean and maximum addition to man-hours assumed for the task in Arctic conditions. The mean values are set for all the factors

except for the “delivery of supplies, weather” where the median value is set. The minimum values are calculated with the formula below; the max values are calculated by
changing the minimum percentage values for increase in man-hours with the maximum percentage value.
FCA min(hrs) = Σ((W(min%) x ENCS) + (D(min%) x ENCS) + (MF(min%) x
ENCS) + (DSW(min%) x ENCS) + (SI(min%) x ENCS) + (DSI(min%) x ENCS)) (1)
Where FCA min(%) is the smallest increase in forecasted additional man-hours
(%) defined in the assumption and ENCS is estimated man-hours for the NCS. The
other abbreviations are: W is weather, D is darkness, MF is machine failures, DSW is
delivery of supplies, weather, SI is sea ice and DSI is delivery of supplies, sea ice.
The input distributions for the case study are:
• Weather
• Darkness
• Equipment failure
• Delayed delivery of spare parts and specialists due to bad weather and infrastructure
• Delay on delivery of spare parts/personnel due to sea ice
Sea ice is not considered in this scenario because it is not considered a problem for
the Southern Barents Sea in this season.
Weather: The transition between winter and spring is a period where harsh weather
can be experienced in the Barents Sea with low temperatures, storms and blizzards.
The operation considered in the case study is weather-sensitive. The weather delays
are modeled as a triangular distribution with assigned values from 0-101 (0-30%) for
increase in man-hours, with the likeliest value of 61 hours (18%) as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Triangular distribution of increase in man-hours due to weather

Darkness: Early spring in the Barents Sea means that there is little daylight. It is
modeled as a triangular distribution, assigned with the value 0-17 hours (0-5%) with
the likeliest value of a 10-hour (3%) increase because of strain on personnel, areas
without proper lighting, etc. as shown in Fig. 2. This value is correlated by 50% to the
weather values because the darkness increases with cloud coverage etc.

Fig. 2. Triangular distribution of increase in man-hours due to darkness

Equipment failure: Failures in tools and equipment are modeled as a triangular distribution with the values 0-34 (0-10%) increase in work-hours with the likeliest value
of 17 hours (5%) as shown in Fig. 3. This factor will be 80% correlated to the weather
factor because in good weather the strains on equipment and personnel will be similar
to the NCS and the same failure modes and frequencies can be expected.

Fig. 3. Triangular distribution of increase in man-hours due to equipment failure

Delivery of spare parts and specialists due to bad weather and infrastructure:
This factor is gamma distributed and assigned values from 0-1,008 hours (0-300%)
with a median value of 25 hours as shown in Fig. 4. It is assumed that a spare pump is
stored on the platform, but other necessary parts, tools and experts might be delayed.
This factor is considered weather-sensitive and 80% correlated with the weather factor. The 300% delay will be very rare, caused by long storm periods, equipment deliveries over long distances by truck, etc. The largest uncertainty in the simulation is
found in this distribution; it has a variance of 1,488 hours due to the uncertainty in
data. The Gamma distribution for the supply delays from weather gives very low
chances for delays over 200 hours; this is due to difficulties in making distributions
with the likeliest value much lower than the maximum value. If statistical data on
weather can be obtained, this problem can be mitigated by making discrete probability
distributions based on the weather observations.

Fig. 4. Gamma distribution of increase in man-hours due to delays caused by weather and poor
infrastructure

Delay on delivery of spare parts/personnel due to sea ice: This factor is assigned the value 0% in this case because ice features are not expected in the Southern
Barents Sea in this season.
Based on the probability distributions described, a Monte Carlo simulation with
100,000 trials is run, giving the gamma distribution shown in Fig. 5. The distribution
has a mean increase in man-hours of 117 hours with a variance of 4,005 hours. The
large variance illustrates that there are large uncertainties in the estimate. However,
this will get better when more data on the input distributions are gained from experience and analyses. In spite of the large uncertainties, the model gives reason to believe that for this operation there will be an increase in man-hours due to Arctic conditions.

Fig. 5. Estimated increase in man-hours

By using Fig. 5, a probability of 50% of delays between 75 and 140 hours is identified. To find the economic consequence of this delay, the price pr. man-hour is analyzed; for this case, where there is no production downtime, this will be solely the
price pr. hour pr. worker. In this case, it is assumed that the price pr. man-hour pr.
external specialist is 650 NOK. This assumption gives a 50% chance that the increase

in costs for this task is between 48,750 NOK and 91,000 NOK (22-41% increase in
costs). The mean time increase identified in the model will be 117 hours (34%) meaning a cost increase of 76,050 NOK. If the worst-case scenario defined in the assumption happens, the delay will be 1160 hours, meaning a cost increase of 754,000
(345%). Based on this model, the chance of this is negligible.
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Concluding Remarks

Based on the example and results presented and discussed in this paper, we can conclude that the Arctic climate can have a significant influence on the time and cost of
the maintenance of offshore production facilities in the less familiar environment of
the Arctic. Furthermore, lack of experience and statistical data might give large uncertainties in estimates and result in higher operational expenditures. The method presented in this paper can be used in maintenance time and cost assessment or when
designing for operation and maintenance in order to provide more realistic cost and
time estimates. As more experience and statistical data can be obtained, the method
can be adjusted and optimized.
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